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The Time of Testing
As usual, we received our annual Shamballa Message from Master Saint
Germain. The discourse focused on the topic, “The Time Of Testing,” a
twenty year period (2,000 to 2,020) that humanity will enter. Prior
to this twenty year period, we were in a time period known as “The Time
Of Transition.”
“The Time Of Transition” is a twelve year period (1988 to 2,000) where the
Beloved Ascended Masters, Archangels and Elohim are flooding the Earth
with Light (the Rays) to increase and subsequently evolve our individual
spiritual growth. Many people have known and understood this period in
humanity’s history as “The Spiritual Awakening.” This twelve year period
was very important in the Spiritual Hierarchy’s plan to increase true
spiritual awareness among humanity and to demonstrate the “Law of Love in
action.” During the twelve year period many of us witnessed the growth
of alternative self-help and healing groups and increased interest in
alternative forms of spirituality from Native American shamanism to Tibetan
Buddhism. Truly, we are united as ONE consciousness and ONE human heart.
Alongside the growth of a United Brotherhood and Sisterhood; Mother Earth
began her purification process. Global Warming was the greatest concern
with flooding in the midwest of the United States. (Also evidenced in
President Bill Clinton’s State Of The Union Address this January.) There
were also devastating floods in other areas of the world; Central America
and recently in Venezuela. Terrible earthquakes in Japan, Algeria, Turkey
and Taiwan, alongside climatic changes producing incredible windstorms in
Europe, typhoons in India, freak tornadoes in the United States from Utah to
Texas and into Georgia. We also saw freakish winters on the East Coast
alongside terrible hurricanes leaving thousands homeless.
These were the events that we expected. Edgar Cayce said it would happen
sooner, Nostradamus wove the prophetic events into his quatrains and Hopi
Prophets simply uttered, “The Great Purification.” The Spiritual
Hierarchy continue to reinforce the teachings of personal choice, the
mainstay instruction during “The Time Of Transition” and our ability to
alleviate, decrease and possibly circumvent cataclysmic Earth Changes
altogether through a change in our collective hearts and minds.
In “The Time Of Testing” the Master Teachers say the opportunity for our
spiritual growth and worldwide peace has never been more coincidental.
Earth Changes events will continue to escalate alongside our spiritual
growth and opportunities to learn and master the lessons in love, harmony

and cooperation. All of the necessary education to lay the foundation for
the New Times - The Golden Age! The next twenty years, “The Time Of
Testing” will be a time where humanity will understand the nature and the
power of personal choice. A wise friend once said, “You are never tested
beyond your capability.” The next twenty years will be indeed, very
interesting!
Master Saint Germain also reminded us that “making a plan” is very
important. The Master Teachers all make a yearly plan at Shamballa, and
hopefully fulfill their goals throughout the upcoming year. So make a
plan for all of the things you would like to achieve this year. Here are
a few tips from a good friend of ours:
1. Make a list of your top six goals.
2. Create an outline of action steps for each goal.
3. Take the realistic actions for each step to achieve your goals.
See your outline as a road-map of your future. This outline is very
personal and sacred. Place it in a special place in your home (on your
personal altar, etc.) and use decrees and meditation to assist its outcome.
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